
An extensive search of major journals and databases raises issues and concerns about the current knowledge of women's learning. Articles and papers on adult women's learning in higher education were difficult to locate and limited in number. (Only 28 articles were identified in an ERIC search, the manual searches of journals, and the searches of three Jossey-Bass New Directions Series.) Scholarship was often based on questionable assumptions about women's learning, and age was given little attention in differentiating between adult women across the life span. The following topics were addressed: classroom behavior and preferences, women's learning styles, individual attributes and outcomes of learning, and student-advisor relationships (sexual harassment). Little attention was paid to the process of learning. Key themes that emerged included women's self-doubt, women as silent, and women as connected learners, although there was disagreement among the studies about these supposed characteristics of women. The study concluded that emerging themes about women's learning need to be supported by further research. (The report includes a bibliography listing 28 research articles related to the topic of women's learning in higher education. Contains 16 references. (Author/KC)
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ABSTRACT

An extensive search of major journals and data bases raises issues and concerns about the current knowledge of women’s learning. Articles and papers on adult women’s learning in higher education were difficult to locate and limited in number. Scholarship often was based on questionable assumptions about women’s learning. Emerging themes about women’s learning need to be supported by further research.

INTRODUCTION

Today, there are numerous claims that women’s ways of learning are unique. However, no systematic consideration of published knowledge about women’s learning exists. The primary purpose of this research was to identify, synthesize and critique literature on adult women’s learning in one setting, higher education. Initially, our goal was to present findings and conclusions about distinctive attributes of adult women’s learning. However, in the process of the literature search, unexpected issues arose which raise questions about the nature of current knowledge about women’s learning. The purpose of this paper is a) to describe the literature review including the search process, the nature of the literature, and the topics and themes addressed by the literature; and b) to critically consider the findings of this literature search, in particular suggesting limitations of the scholarly knowledge base on women’s learning in higher education.

Several key perspectives provided a context and rationale for this study. First, participation statistics indicate that adult women comprise the most rapidly growing segment of the student population in higher education and continuing higher education. Accordingly, there are increasing demands for higher education institutions to provide appropriate educational programs for these learners.

Second, previous reviews of literature on adult women in higher education are outdated. The characteristics of adult women students are changing, along with societal norms and expectations for women that might affect their learning. The few existing reviews (for example, Ekstrom, Marvel, & Swenson, 1987) typically focus on programs and research that characterize adult women as "reentry women." The assumptions that informed this scholarship were based on white middle-class women and a deficit perspective...
on women's abilities. These assumptions do not reflect either the characteristics of current students or current feminist theory (Hayes & Smith, 1994). Therefore, there is a need to determine whether current scholarship offers new perspectives on adult women and their learning.

Third, no prior reviews have synthesized information specifically about learning of adult women. Other authors have compiled information about educational programs for women in higher education, for example, or demographic characteristics. This information does not offer insight into learning processes or preferences that might have a significant impact on adult women's success in higher education programs.

Finally, adult learning theory and feminist theory support the proposition that adult women may have distinctive needs and preferences as learners. For example, adult women differ from younger female students in their experiential base and their life situations. Adult women have been socialized to conform to gender-related norms that differ from those for adult men. However, existing knowledge about such differences and their significance for adult women's learning has not been assessed.

THE SEARCH PROCESS

Two initial criteria were used to select publications for inclusion in the review. An initial criterion concerned the identification of literature specifically on adult women. We included publications which focused on women over the age of twenty-five (a common definition in the adult education literature) or that focused on adult women as defined by the author in the publication. Articles that focused only on traditional age undergraduate students, and those that did not delineate age differences were not included. Second, we defined learning as having three aspects: process (how learning occurs); product (what is the outcome?); and function (aspects which influence learning, such as gender roles or motivation) (Smith, 1982). Publications concerned with recruitment and retention issues, prescriptions for teaching, program descriptions, or topics otherwise not within this definition of learning were removed from our database.

Literature that dealt with adult women’s learning in any higher education setting (community college, two and four year institutions and graduate schools) was identified from the ERIC database, from journals related to higher education, and from pertinent New Directions Series (Jossey-Bass). Our search was limited to literature written within the last ten years.

In an initial search of ERIC, we combined the descriptors women, higher education, and learning, and identified 337 potential sources. However most did not address topics that fell within the parameters of our definition of learning as described above. Few were on adult women as we had defined them. The ERIC search yielded five papers on fiche and eight article references which fit our parameters.
The meager findings from the ERIC search prompted us to do a hand search of eight journals of higher education: Change, Community, Technical and Community College Journal, Initiatives, Journal of Continuing Higher Education, Journal of Extension, Journal of Higher Education, Research in Higher Education, and Community College Review. An additional journal on education more generally, Gender and Education, was also examined. We broadened the parameter of the search somewhat and selected for analysis any article that concerned adult women learners, irregardless of topic. We found 28 articles through this search. However, of those, only 13 met our definition of learning. Two of the articles found in the hand search had also been identified in the ERIC search.

We also did a hand search of three Jossey Bass New Directions Series: Higher Education, Teaching and Learning, and Adult and Continuing Education. Four articles related to women's learning were found.

What did we learn from this search process? First, and unexpectedly, the database pertaining specifically to women's learning in the sources detailed was very limited. Second, the combination of descriptors "women," "higher education," and "learning" were used generically to apply to a wide range of women's experiences in higher education, rather than specifically to women's learning. This contributes to the appearance of a more substantial literature base than actually exists. Third, due to the ill-defined nature of learning in the database, publications on women's learning were not easily located. If we had not adopted the time-consuming hand search method, we would have been seriously lacking in what we did find. Most articles identified through the hand search were not among the sources from the initial ERIC search. As we progressed we did realize that gender differences as a descriptor might have yielded relevant articles not also labelled by the descriptor women. Finally, age frequently was not reported in studies of student learning, making it unclear whether adult students were included among the participants.

The following discussion is based on the total of 28 articles identified in the ERIC search, the hand searches of journals, and the searches of New Directions Series. While this database is not as rich as we had hoped, we feel it is useful and appropriate as a source of ideas and issues (rather than definitive conclusions) related to literature on women's learning in higher education.

NATURE OF LITERATURE

Using the literature we identified, what kind of information about women's learning is available? Articles identified through the ERIC search and the handsearch included eighteen empirical studies. The handsearch yielded a higher proportion of empirical work than the ERIC search, reflecting the nature of the journals examined. Of these empirical studies, ten used quantitative
methods, five used qualitative methods, and three used a combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches. Only one study used an explicitly feminist conceptual framework. While a detailed critique of the empirical studies in the two searches is beyond the scope of this paper, much of this research had significant limitations. Some of the research was explicated superficially, leading the reader to believe that a survey or a series of qualitative interviews were some sort of afterthought to gather a little information on a particular topic. There were instances of over-generalization and other types of sexism in research design and in interpretation (Eichler, 1988).

Ten articles were more conceptual or descriptive in nature, including summaries of other research on a particular aspect of women’s learning or gender differences. Because the New Directions Series are intended to address the application of knowledge rather than to disseminate research per se, all articles from these series were not reports of original research. However, most of these articles made some reference to empirical studies or other sources for support. Women’s Ways of Knowing (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger & Tarule, 1986), was the primary source cited. However, there were a number of occasions when authors made unsubstantiated statements about women’s learning.

Some common issues emerged in the literature as a whole. First, some authors made assertions about adult women’s learning based on research findings with school children, apparently with the assumption that women’s characteristics as learners do not change from childhood to adulthood. For example, Ramirez (1973) was cited in one article as the source for a number of statements about Hispanic women’s learning. However, Ramirez studied hemisphericity in Hispanic children, not adults. Second, in a similar manner, results of studies on cognitive processes of traditional college-age (18 to 21 year old) women were extended to all women students. In one article, for instance, research by Miller, Finley, and McKinley (1990), which had been conducted with traditional undergraduate students, was cited in a description of gender differences in adult student learning. The study, along with others, was uncritically extended to adult women. Third, potential differences among adult women based on age were frequently not mentioned at all, or not considered when findings were discussed. For example, one study involved female participants from 18 to 65 years of age, yet did not use age as a variable potentially related to learning. Given the tremendous changes in women’s roles and experiences over the last few decades, it would seem likely that a 25 year old woman might have very different learning abilities and preferences than a 65 year old! Finally, some authors used psychometric instruments or male-based conceptual models such as those of Piaget for studying women’s learning, without any attention to potential gender biases.

Reflecting on what kind of literature we found, what did we learn? First, there is a limited empirical body of knowledge about women’s learning in these publications. Most of this work
has not been conceptualized within feminist frameworks. Second, many authors make generalizations about women learners based on questionable evidence, either due to limitations in their own studies or by indiscriminate use of other research. Finally, age has been given little attention in differentiating between the learning of girls and adult women, or between adult women across the life span.

TOPICS ADDRESSED

What topics were addressed in the literature? We identified four general areas of focus: classroom preferences and behavior, women’s learning styles; individual attributes and outcomes of learning; and student/advisor relationships.

Classroom behavior and preferences received considerable attention in the literature we reviewed. Specific topics that were addressed included gender differences in classroom interactions, students’ perceptions of gender differences in classroom behavior, classroom climate and its relationship to women’s learning, women’s feelings and behavior in the classroom, women’s perceptions of classroom learning experiences, and classroom learning preferences of low income women in higher education. Women’s learning styles included articles focusing on topics such as field dependence/independence, cognitive styles, and models of intellectual development. Much of the latter work relied on Women’s Ways of Knowing (Belenky, et al., 1986). Individual attributes and outcomes of learning was a broad category that included comparisons of men and women’s self concepts and educational aspirations, and gender differences in GRE scores. The area of Student/advisor relationships included studies of graduate women’s experience of sexual harassment by faculty, female students’ experiences with sexual attraction and power in doctoral advisement relationships, and women’s interactions with male and female advisors.

What might we learn from considering the topics addressed? In a positive sense, some topics suggest that a focus on women learners may draw attention to previously unexamined issues, such as sexuality in student-educator relationships and its impact on learning. However, such topics can also reflect biased assumptions about when single sex research is appropriate or necessary. Studying only women students may reinforce stereotypes, such as sexuality as a women’s issue.

Though our review was limited in scope, it suggests that there has been little attention directed to the process of learning for women. Our search revealed that while the work of Belenky et al (1986) on women’s ways of knowing is widely cited, their particular line of research was not continued in many empirical studies in the sources we reviewed. We found only one description of an empirical study (Loughlin & Mott, 1992) that extended this work and provided new insights into Belenky et al.’s concepts. Furthermore, there was no research on potentially distinctive aspects of women’s "ways of learning"
which differ from the epistemological bases of knowing studied by Belenky et al (1986).

Also informative is the consideration of what areas have not been addressed. Psychological lenses were the primary perspectives through which the research we found had been filtered, which affected the topics that were perceived to be salient and important. Only one study was grounded in a sociological framework (Black, 1989). As noted previously, research conducted from an explicitly feminist stance was also extremely limited. Several studies, though not explicitly feminist, offered some insight into issues of sexism in the power relationships involved in learning. In general, not addressed were issues related to the social construction of knowledge, learning, learning situations, and of the social determinants of gender roles and gender norms. Just six articles made any reference to race or ethnic group of women in their discussion, and only three devoted significant attention to racial or ethnic differences among women. Of these, one was focused exclusively on Hispanic women (Nieves-Squires, 1991). Another study (Saul, 1992) compared the learning experiences of female international students and USA students. A third (Pearson, 1992) discussed the combined relationship of culture and gender to learning styles. Only one article (Beckerman & Fontana, 1987) treated class as a significant factor affecting learning and gender differences. Clearly, there is need for greater attention to how adult women’s particular social, economic, educational and historical conditions interact with their learning endeavors in higher education.

KEY THEMES

What insights about women’s learning are suggested by this literature? We approached this question by looking for common themes about women’s learning across the topic areas. Three themes were particularly evident in these articles: women’s self-doubts, women as silenced, and women as "connected" learners.

Women’s self-doubts or lack of confidence in their learning abilities was an idea that appeared in many sources. Gallos (1992, p. 7) provides a particularly vivid description of women’s fears:

The women felt deep terror that they would not be able to understand, that they wouldn’t know what to do, that they would demonstrate they did not belong, that they would show everyone their dumbness.

The theme of Women as silent was linked to women’s self-doubts. Women’s silence in classroom situations was attributed in some sources to their self-doubts. Other authors described how women were silenced by classroom interactions and men’s domination of discussions. Kelly (1991), for example, found in her study that men talked more frequently and controlled the conversation in mixed gender learning groups.

Women as connected learners includes the ideas that women
tend to prefer learning in ways that allow them to connect new concepts to personal experience; to integrate cognitive and affective learning; and to engage in communal as opposed to solitary knowledge-building (MacKeracher, 1993).

What have we learned thus far from our examination of themes and other ideas in this literature? First, while these themes were prevalent, the findings of some studies suggested that they might not hold true for all or most adult women. Hayes (1992), for example, found that women were perceived to be more vocal in classes than men, in contradiction to the view of women as silent. Pearson (1992) cites research using Kolb’s inventory that found a majority of women preferred perceiving new information though concrete experience - but that majority was only 59% of the research participants. Richardson and King (1991) reviewed a wide range of quantitative studies of learning approaches, and found no consistent gender-related differences.

Secondly, we found few attempts to "get beneath the surface" of these themes to explain or theorize about women’s learning. An informative exception was Black’s (1989) study of adult women students in a secretarial skills program. Her classroom observations suggested that students were passively conforming to the dictates of the teacher, the prescribed curriculum, and external examinations. However, student interviews revealed that the women were quite critical of the course content, but placed priority on performing well to earn qualifications for better employment. To describe the women as simply "conformist" was therefore misleading. Black, citing Harding (1986), states that much feminist theory still is a ‘rewriting of old tunes,’ and points out the need to develop new sociological theories that more adequately account for women’s behavior.

A third insight concerns the significance of context in determining the characteristics and processes of women’s learning. The traditionally competitive and frequently impersonal climate of higher education classes certainly has a role in fostering self-doubts and silence among women, characteristics that may not typify their learning experiences in other settings. Further, to what extent might women’s presumed preference for noncompetitive, "connected" forms of learning be linked to doubts about their abilities in this context, rather than to more intrinsic learning styles?

Finally, some assertions about women’s learning echoed characteristics that have been attributed more generally to adult learners. The desire to relate new information to past experience, for example, has been widely described as an aspect of adult learning. How do adult women really differ from adult men in this preference? Some characteristics associated with adult women’s learning might seem distinctive in the context of higher education because they contrast with characteristics of the traditional-age undergraduate student. Perhaps age or increased life experience beyond formal education may be more significant than gender as the origin of these characteristics.
CLOSING COMMENTS

Thus far, we would conclude there is not much work on women’s learning in higher education and there is an extreme need for more research. However, we are asking questions regarding our search. First, we must ask, what is learning? Are we defining learning too narrowly? Are there multiple perspectives of adult learning which can’t be pinned down in the way we tried through our search - Or is it that there is very little study of adult learning, much less adult women’s learning being done? Second, how does choice of descriptors, the way publications are labelled, and the structure of existing data bases affect our access to information about women’s learning? We realized the necessity of ferreting out the nuances of descriptor categories. For example, we found that the descriptors women, females, and gender each produce different references. Third, what sources of information about women’s learning might not be included in the data bases and journals we examined? We relied only on more publicly distributed documents for review. Dissertations are one example of research that is not necessarily published in ERIC or in other journals. We are now examining dissertations for research on women’s learning. A fourth question is whether research on adult women’s learning in other settings might be more extensive. One of our initial assumptions was that adult women’s learning might be of particular interest in higher education because of their growing numbers as students. They are also more accessible as research participants to researchers in a higher education setting. However, we may find pertinent research on women’s learning in other educational settings and literature. Women’s learning may be quite different in these settings as well.

Finally, the results of our search raise questions about the distinctive nature of women’s learning. The literature we reviewed does not provide enough evidence to either confirm or disconfirm popular assumptions about women as learners. We have become quite aware of the need for caution in accepting assertions about adult women’s learning without more support.
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